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The Top 6 ModelOps Pitfalls
PITFALL #1:
Lack of an empowered and accountable ModelOps owner for the enterprise
Many enterprise organizations do not have a clear
owner with budget and operational accountability for
ModelOps. Furthermore, enterprises are often unclear
about where such a role will eventually land, e.g.
within existing operational roles like the Chief Data
Officer (CDO) or the Chief Information Officer (CIO), or
within an operational component added to
organizational and technical transformation roles such
as Chief Analytics Officer (CAO) and Chief Technology

Officer (CTO). Failure to enable a clear enterprise
leadership role with with the budget and
accountability needed to deliver a lasting and
continuously improving ModelOps capability ensures
that models will not make it into business within a cost
effective, scalable, repeatable process which can hold
contributors like data scientists, DataOps, DevOps, and
security specialists accountable to various aspects of
critical operational considerations.

Recommendation:
Choose an owner for ModelOps early in your journey; financially enable them and hold them
accountable to key performance indicators (KPIs) such as mean time from “model ready” to “model
in business”, model freshness and availability, continuing cost of ModelOps, the model governance
process, and, ultimately, business metric improvement and overall ROI from models.
Organizations that demonstrate more maturity in their DS/ML/AI journey are likely to benefit by
tasking operational organizations like that of the CDO and CIO with responsibility to own a ModelOps
capability, however those functions will need to greatly increase their understanding and relationship
to the rapidly advancing technical and organizational journey of data science, machine learning, and
AI.
Alternatively, organizations that have a less mature DS/ML/AI development function are likely to gain
from enabling the CAO to drive a model operational capability, but such organizations must enable
the CAO to emerge as an operational role as much as its current focus on organizational and technical
transformation. In either case, executive leadership must be clear about the strategic imperative and
the importance of a functioning ModelOps capability.
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PITFALL #2:
Failure to recognize the immediate importance of a full ML/AI capability to the
enterprise mission
Even as late as 2019, many large non-digital native
enterprises view and invest in DS/ML/AI as a nascent
speculative experiment or visionary and strategic
talking point. Often, these investments can be
financially significant and capture superior talent
despite their accountability to top line gains. Large
data sets are collected, potentially valuable models
are generated, exciting technology is acquired and
deployed, and DS/ML/AI teams gain momentum

without the requisite feedback of realized value
coming from the main line of the business. As a result,
DS/ML/AI programs experience loss of morale and
costly churn while the organization acquires a
reputation of not being serious about DS/ML/AI.
Furthermore, these organizational challenges may
pale in comparison to the missed opportunity cost and
reduced competitiveness in the main line of the
business.

Recommendation:
Do not view DS/ML/AI as a cosmetic or speculative investment, and do not under invest in a full model
life cycle capability that will allow DS/ML/AI models to have a business impact as soon as possible.
The CEO and other operational executives must be clear in their actions and management focus that
DS/ML/AI is not only well funded but being held accountable to deliver tangible business results
quickly with clear, executive level, KPIs involving model development, model deployment, model
monitoring, model governance, and financial impact. Executive leadership must spend significant time
empowering DS/ML/AI teams to get the information and attention they need from business owners
and legacy analysts as well as the ability to drive models into business through the existing DataOps,
DevOps, security, compliance and other operational functions.
In 2019, the competitive and financial gains available from a end-to-end DS/ML/AI capability is not a
theory, however, necessarily it may be existentially threatening to existing functions as much as a
failure to embrace DS/ML/AI may be existentially threatening to the business as a whole. Such
strategic and impactful considerations deserve reasonable operational and budget attention from
executive leadership such as the CEO, including a direct report having direct accountability for budget
and results.
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PITFALL #3:
Postponing an enterprise ModelOps capability investment until after data
strategy has been decided and implemented
In some important ways, AI/ML models are only as
good as the data and simulations that are used to
develop them. This insight has driven many
enterprises to assume that a comprehensive data and
DataOps strategy must be developed and
implemented prior to serious investments in AI/ML
and ModelOps capabilities. However, with the
involvement of skilled AI/ML model designers (i.e.
data scientists) and solely on the merit of feature
generation, algorithmic and learning capabilities,

modern ML/AI models can produce significant and
new business impact from existing data sets that
might even reside in legacy data management
systems. Enterprises that chose to serialize
investments in data strictly ahead of developing
ModelOps muscle/capability will likely lose ground to
competitors on timely business outcomes and miss
important opportunities to allow developing AI/ML
capabilities to significantly inform continuously
improving data/DataOps investments.

Recommendation:
Assume AI/ML processes will become one of the most critical consumers and producers of data in the
long run. Allow AI/ML investments to immediately drive models into business while providing
continuous feedback to the data/DataOps capability including requests for specific data sources that
meet critical modeling needs that drive business value; guidance on structuring, curating, and
delivering data to aid in the various stages of AI/ML lifecycle from development, through operational
relevance, to retirement; demands for data lifecycle and governance integration into the model
lifecycle and model governance capabilities.
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PITFALL #4:
Assuming that your DevOps capabilities will suffice for ModelOps
Models are not software. Non-digital enterprises often
assume that their successful investments in Agile and
DevOps software delivery capabilities will meet most,
if not all, of the needs of DS/ML/AI models’ journeys
to become critical operational assets. However,
DS/ML/AI models differ significantly from software in
most respects. While models are often transformed
into digital services in support of applications, the
majority of their life cycle has little relationship to the
typical life cycle of enterprise software assets.

Lack of awareness of the significant differences
between the commissioning, design/development,
deployment, continuous operations and improvement,
security analysis, governance concerns, retirement,
and post-retirement analysis of production DS/ML/AI
models compared to the analogous lifecycle of
enterprise software can lead to significant cost
overruns and delays in getting capable DS/ML/AI
models into business, negatively impacting business
metrics dependent on those models.

Recommendation:
Treat DS/ML/AI models as first class and unique enterprise assets. Adopt a clear definition of an
DS/ML/AI model that will be relevant throughout its entire life cycle from ideation, through useful
operation, to retirement. Ensure that the enterprise does not view the DS/ML/AI model lifecycle as a
special case of the existing software lifecycle. Demonstrate to stakeholders the differences in the
various stages. Develop an independent and comprehensive ModelOps capability which has very clear
relationships and accountability to existing Agile, DevOps, DataOps, Security, Operational and
Governance capabilities.
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PITFALL #5:
Conflating and confusing “data driven” Business Intelligence (BI) with “model driven”
DS/ML/AI
After well over a decade of significant investments in
business intelligence and big data solutions in service of
driving organizations to be fundamentally “data driven”
with respect to business decisions, many organizations
are intentionally myopic or simply unaware of the
significant differences, in both technique and intended
results, between the investments in BI and investments
DS/ML/AI toward a “model driven” organization.
DS/ML/AI models are not only more sophisticated and
efficient in extracting actionable insights from data, but
they are suited for very cost effective integration into

autonomously adaptive business decisions that
increasingly operate at scales and frequencies which
are not-humanly intuitive. Digital native companies,
especially in the lightning speed consumer markets,
have adjusted from “data driven” to “model driven”
organizations quickly, but much of the non-digital
native enterprises are institutionally unclear of the
difference. Failure to recognize the drastic
differences between BI and DS/ML/AI results in
fundamental barriers to appropriate investment and
attention to an organization's DS/ML/AI journey.

Recommendation:
Clearly separate the investments, operational cadence, expected results, accountability and
ownership of BI from DS/ML/AI. While some overlap often exists in what the DS/ML/AI function may
call “feature extraction”, there is very little benefit in conflating or even coordinating the two
missions. They are both valuable and fundamentally distinct. CDOs have a particular advantage in
messaging the differences because both DS/ML/AI and BI functions are important consumers and
producers of enterprise data.
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PITFALL #6:
Hoping that DS/ML Workbenches will provide enterprise-ready model governance
Model governance - defined as the automation and
visibility into those aspects of a model’s life cycle that
directly impact business processes, policies, approvals,
regulatory compliance, explainability, privacy,
appropriate usage, contribution to financial and legal
risk/exposure, and organizational accountability poses a unique set of challenges. Failure to recognize
the lack of support for these requirements in
DS/ML/AI model development workbenches and tools
can lead to costly business and legal consequences in
the journey to get meaningful models into business.
While mature analytics platforms like SAS have a
variety of features to aid in putting models into

production, most emerging DS/ML/AI Workbenches
and model development tools only have limited
capabilities around model deployment and no support
for model governance. Specifically, most tools do have
the capability to turn a trained model into a RESTful
endpoint within the toolset itself and some built in
monitoring utilities, but the capability to govern
models in an enterprise wide and accountable
operational context, and automate related processes,
no matter where the model was developed, is still
lacking and may never be a strategic imperative for
DS/ML/AI model design and development
workbenches and tools.

Recommendation:
Do not become tied to the model governance capabilities provided by any particular DS/ML/AI
development tool. Analogous to the separation of data management and data governance solutions,
do not expect DS/ML/AI development workbenches and tools to provide enterprise-class model
governance capabilities. Ensure that ModelOps is managed, both technically and organizationally, as
independently as possible from DS and model development. Seek ModeOps solutions that are
specifically designed to deliver all advertised capabilities for all models independent of their source.
For organizations that will utilize more than a single DS/ML/AI model development platform, failure to
utilize an independent model governance platform will contribute to costly governance mis-steps,
organizational churn, reduced recognition of DS/ML/AI value and possibly vendor lock-in.

We help our customers unlock the promised value from their AI and Machine Learning investments,
by ensuring every model created delivers optimal value to the lines of business.

It’s real. It’s achievable.
Reach out to us to learn more: modelop.com/contact
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